
Needs for South Manitou 

 

Backpack- Each swimmer will need a backpack large enough to carry all of their gear.  A book bag pack 

will not be large enough, but is good for the day hike.  All of the gear means sleeping bag, food and  

clothes. 

 

Tent/Sleeping bag- We have large tents for the swimmers and tent assignments will be made before we 

leave. 

Swimmers- will not need a heavy duty sleeping bag for the trip, but it will have to be on or in their 

backpack. 

 

Food- Each Swimmer will be responsible for their food on the Island.  They will need bring: 

    Thursday- Dinner on the road $ 

    Friday – Breakfast Before the boat $ 

    Saturday-Breakfast(in town), lunch(at camp), and dinner(at camp) 

    Sunday-Breakfast(at camp), lunch(on the trail), dinner(at camp) 

  Monday- Breakfast(at camp) Lunch(at camp) / Stop for Dinner on the  

                     road $. 

$$$$ -   Swimmers will need money for dinner on the way Thursday, Breakfast Friday, and dinner on the  

             way home Monday. 

 

Bug spray- There are bugs on the Island, you may want some bug spray.  Mosquitoes are limited to the 

wooded areas. 

 

Clothes- Shorts are fine for most of the time.  Some people do like long pants while hiking and in the 

evening on the beach.  A swimsuit is a must.  We are camping near the beach.  The Saturday hike is about 

15 miles so a good pair of shoes is suggested, as well as a hat.  Plan your clothing wisely.  Most of the 

swimmers return from these trips saying they brought too much food and clothing.  Keep your pack as light 

as possible.  YOU have to carry it.  You will be carrying your entire pack for about 2 miles. 

 

Water!- Every swimmer must bring some type of container for water(2 or 3 containers).  Once we are 

hiking there is limited places to stop for fresh water.  Each team will have a large water container   at camp 

for cooking.  

 

Rain Gear- This is really up to the individual.  If it does rain you will get wet with or without raingear. 

 

Personal Grooming-Real campers do not use any of this stuff, but if you must.  We can use the cold lake 

as a bathtub. 

 

IPODS/MP3 - These will be allowed in the vans, but not on the Island. (leave them in the vans) 

 

Cards- These are great in the van and if it rains on the Island. 

 

Camera- This is a must/ Waterproof / disposable is great for this trip.(don’t bring anything that will upset 

you if it get lost or ruined) 

 

Medicine- Please inform Coach Davis of all medications including asprin. 

 

Snacks- Food in the vans is great, but remember that we have limited space 

   WE ONLY MAKE POTTY STOPS WHEN COACH DAVIS HAS TO GO ( I 

am getting older so the stops are getting more frequent) 

 

Teams will have one two burner stove and one large pot for boiling water.  You will need tableware for the 

trip. 

 



 


